


Technical / Performance Parameters

Input Voltage: AC 85-264v
Output Voltage: DC 35-45v
Input Frequency: 50/60hz
Average Power Consumption: ±190 watt
Maximum Power Consumption  ±210 watt
Power Consumption Tolerance: 5%
Working Environment: 20-40 °C
Dimensions: 383*283*85(mm)
Weight: 5.6kgs

Component Quantities Specification 

90 LED’s per panel, all ‘3w’ LED’s
6 LED Modules on each HighLight.  15 LED’s per module 
Epistar 630nm, 660nm, 730nm & EPILED 460nm, 
EPILED 5700k (‘white’) LED
Genuine 2mm Aluminium metal-core printed circuit board.  
(‘Alu MCPCB’) 
Primary optic 120 degree, Secondary optic 90 degree
Isolated power drive with soft-start power delivery x3
12V Cooling fans x4
Aluminium heat-sink and casing 
Intelligent monitoring system



Individual design aspects
LED Module.  

Each Dutch Passion HighLite has 6 LED modules. Each module has 15 LEDs. Each of the 15 LED’s are rated around~ 700ma which is 
commonly described as a 3w LED however the diodes actually consume nearer to 2w, depending on wavelength and forward voltage. 
The generalised term ‘3W LED’ can be technically misleading for example the 660nm LED’s typically require a lower voltage (~2.3V) than 
the 460nm LED’s which needs nearer 3.5V. The driver (or power supply unit) delivers the correct forward voltage for each LED in order 
for the LED system as a whole to perform correctly. Controlling the voltage accurately protects the module from over voltage. That is one 
of the reasons we have a specially selected driver in the LED system. 

The LED’s are mounted in series on a printed circuit board which 
has a 2mm aluminium core. This means that the circuit board is 
a much heavier-duty design than the green-plastic printed circuit 
boards which you may be more familiar with. Whilst this adds ex-
tra cost to the system, the aluminium-core printed circuit board 
GHOLYHUV�WKUHH�VLJQL¿FDQW�EHQH¿WV�RYHU�WKH�QRUPDO�JUHHQ�HSR[\�
plastic printed circuit boards. 

�7KH�¿UVW�EHQH¿W�LV�WKDW�WKH�$OXPLQLXP�FLUFXLW�ERDUG�KHOSV�
eliminate the ‘hot spots’ caused by heat generation from the 
powerful LED’s. Aluminium has a low thermal resistance, it 
conducts excess heat away quickly and dissipates it. Keeping 
a cool ‘junction point’ under the LED is key to ensuring that the 
/('�LV�RSHUDWLQJ�DW�WKH�EHVW�HI¿FLHQF\�DQG�DOVR�HQVXUHV�WKH�
long life of the LED. 

�7KH�VHFRQG�EHQH¿W�RI�WKH�$OXPLQLXP�FLUFXLW�ERDUG�LV�WKH�H[WUD�PH-
chanical strength which is given exactly where it is needed - to the 
delicate electronics board. One of the failings of lower cost LED 
systems is the brittle nature of green-plastic circuit boards. Another 
common failing has been the tendency for LED modules to ‘blow 
out’, sometimes in series, if excessive heat is not dealt with. Alu-
minium core circuit boards are the better option by far and worth the 
extra cost. 

�7KH� WKLUG�DQG�SHUKDSV� WKH�PRVW� LPSRUWDQW�EHQH¿W�RI� WKH�DOXPLQ-
ium-core printed circuit board is that we have a large and highly 
heat-conductive surface area which is in contact with the heat sink. 



Heat generated by the LED’s passes easily through the al-
uminium-core PCB and into the heat sink where the heat is 
dispersed. Driving the LED’s just below their 100% duty cy-
cle does mean that more LED’s are required (= extra cost vs 
OLJKW�RXWSXW���EXW�LW�DOVR�PHDQV�JUHDWHU�HI¿FLHQF\��RXWSXW�DQG�
longer life. Using the 2mm Aluminium-core circuit board also 
adds extra cost but increases quality, strength and heat dissi-
pation. In the unlikely event of an LED module needing to be 
replaced it uses simple clips and takes seconds to replace. 
Likewise the lenses are modular and have a simple ‘screw-
on’ design opening the door to custom beam angles and easy 
module replacement. 

Power Supply Units 
(‘Drivers’)
7KH�'XWFK�3DVVLRQ�+LJK/LWH�/('�GULYHU�LV�VSHFL¿FDOO\�GHVLJQHG�
unit rather than a cheaper ‘off the shelf’ alternative. We use a 
programmable microprocessor controlled integrated circuit 
which allows us to drive the chips more precisely with three 
SUHVHW�SURJUDPV��7KH�¿UVW��DQG�SHUKDSV�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW��RI�RXU�
three presets is the soft-start function which increases the cur-
rent gradually to the LED modules so that the full output doesn’t 
rush instantly into the circuit damaging the LED chips, this pre-
vents many of the faults that are common in lower quality, low 
cost, LED products. The power is slowly ramped up during the 
¿UVW�����PLOOLVHFRQGV��

The second preset on the driver allows fault diagnosis. On the 
side of the LED panel are 3 red LED’s which are normally lit up 
to indicate that everything is functioning normally. If anything is 
not working correctly then 1 or more of these indicator LED’s will 
switch off. If all 3 indicator lights are switched on it means that 
the system is performing normally. 



The third feature of our drivers is the pulse width current control. 
There are 2 main ways to power an LED - either constant current 
or pulsed. Our driver uses a duty cycle of just under 100%, the 
reason for that is to allow heat from the LED to dissipate. In the 
application of LEDs to horticulture there are two different schools 
of thought on which method of driving the LEDs is best for growth. 
When an LED is pulsed it is done so at such a frequency that the 
human eyes cannot perceive when the light is on (similar to e.g. 
Televisions). By altering the pulse width you change the amount 
of the time the LED is on and off. Pulsing the current allows the 
/('�WR�ÀLFNHU�RQ�DQG�RII�UDSLGO\��WKLV�PLQLPLVHV�DQ\�WHPSHUDWXUH�
hot-spots on the LED junction with the circuit board. The result 
is a lower junction temperature which allows us to increase the 
GULYH�FXUUHQW��7KLV�LQ�WXUQ�FUHDWHV�D�KLJKHU�RXWSXW�HI¿FLHQF\�DQG�
extends the lifespan of the LED. The dedicated power driver is 
more expensive than ‘off the shelf’ options but it is an important 
SDUW�RI� WKH�RYHUDOO�GHVLJQ��JLYLQJ�KLJKHU� OHYHOV�RI�HI¿FLHQF\�DQG�
better system reliability/lifetime. 

Cooling. 
Some people believe, incorrectly, that LED does not generate heat. LED does generate heat, but not to the same extent as comparable 
HPS systems. Two Dutch Passion HighLite’s would give similar results (or slightly better) results than a 600W HPS, but would use less 
energy (2 x ~190W = 380W) and generate less heat. With our LED, the heat is conducted away from the junction point under the LED 
into the aluminium heat sink. Four cooling fans are positioned over two heat sinks, two fans for each heat sink. Air is fanned directly 
across the surface of the heat sink and pushed out of the two large air vents positioned at either side of the unit. This system is known 
as ‘direct’ or ‘forced’ cooling in the electronics industry where it is often used to cool important components. It’s a simple but effective 
system, and it is much better than the cheaper option of ‘passive’ cooling where the aluminium heat sink relies on natural convection 
to dissipate heat. The fans are not completely silent, they do create some noise, perhaps a little louder than a Playstation/X-Box, but 
not excessive. Remember these are only 12V cooling fans. 



The best LED systems on the market have the majority (around 75%) of 
their LED’s emitting red light. The next most important colour region is blue, 
blue LED’s often account for around 20% of the total. The Dutch Passion 
HighLite also has 6 ‘white’ LED’s per system, one for each of the 6 modules.

Epistar specialise in high quality, high-brightness LED’s. They are Taiwan’s 
largest LED manufacturer and a natural choice for the bulk of the LED’s 
used in our design. Our combination of red, deep-red, infra-red, white and 
blue is one which has evolved over a couple years. The colours used in our 
spectrum complement each other resulting in a spectrum which delivers 
healthy plant growth, excellent bud production and good resin coverage. 

As well as the need to select the most effective com-
bination of LED wavelengths, it is also important to 
select the right brand of LED’s. There are subtle dif-
ferences between the LED manufacturers in terms 
of price/performance of the various ‘colour’ LED’s. 
The manufacturing quality and consistency of LED’s 
has improved a lot in recent years, and several 
companies now offer good quality LED components 
with good lifetimes and reliability. Part of the art of 
building a solid product is knowing which LED chip 
manufacturers to use, which wavelengths to use and 
the most suitable power regime to drive them. With 
LED the goal is not to replicate the light spectrum  
from the sun, nor is it to replicate the spectrum of 
HPS. With LED the goal is simply to deliver the most 
useful wavelengths of light required to grow can-
nabis. The result of that is an unusual looking pink 
purple light. In our case the dominant wavelength is 
the ‘deep-red’ 660nm which we complement with red 
630nm. In addition we include a 730nm Infra Red 
LED, these can’t be seen by the human eye so al-
though they look like they are not emitting light they 
are, it’s just that we can’t see it. The reason for so 
many red LED’s is that this is where the chlorophyll 
‘a’ and chlorophyll ‘b’ molecules absorb much of their 
light which is then converted into energy used for 
photosynthesis. The other peak area of chlorophyll 
light absorption is in the blue region, which is why we 
use the 460nm Epiled blue LED’s. 

Wavelength selection of the LED’s. 



HPS has done a good, low cost job for many indoor growers, but much of the output of an HPS is in redundant green, yellow and 
RUDQJH�ZDYHOHQJWKV�ZKLFK�RIIHU�OLWWOH�IRU�SODQW�JURZWK��2XU�/('�LV�PXFK�PRUH�HI¿FLHQW��OLJKW�RXWSXW�LV�JLYHQ�DW�WKH�SUHFLVH�ZDYHOHQJWKV�
where it is most effective –in the blue and red regions of the spectrum.

On top of the LED is a lens to focus the beam of light. The lenses absorb a small percentage of the light, but they perform a very valu-
able role directing the light downwards in focussed intense beams. Without lenses the light spread would be wider, but the intensity 
diminished directly below.

Our experience has shown that we get the optimum combination of plant growth, resin and bud production with the following combina-
tion of LED’s. In each module of 15 LED’s, we use 4x630nm red, 7x660nm deep-red, 1x730nm infra-red, 2x460nm blue and 1xwhite. 
The combined effect of these is a proven system that provides the lighting required for healthy plant growth and development. The 
arrival of the powerful, modern LED’s means that they are now intense enough to bleach the chlorophyll from plant tissue if the plants 
are too close to the LED. For this reason we recommend that seedlings are kept 45cm+ away from the LED if you have two of the light
modules running. If you have all 6 of the light modules running you would need to keep the seedlings perhaps 60-75cm away. We also 
recommend that mature plants are kept 30-45cm away from the LED’s. One comment from LED growers is that they often need to use 
more Calcium/Magnesium supplement than they used with HPS lights. The reason for this is thought to be that LED emits less infra-red 
heat than HPS and this reduces leaf transpiration and subsequent slows mineral uptake by the plants. Soil growers could add a small 
amount of Dolomite Lime to their soil mix to help with this. 



Integrity
Thick aluminium casing to protect unit from damage during transport and use.
 

Safety
%XLOW�ZLWK�&(�DQG�5R+6�FHUWL¿FDWLRQ��
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